Lament for a Notion
Stephen Slemon

E S  C      in

the institutional schoolyard.¹ We have run in the usual races for decreasing
Arts Faculty resources; we have skipped alongside other programs while
obedient administrative prefects turned maniacally at the ropes and made
us trip. But at the same time, reports have been filed which document
a sustained proclivity within us towards bullying: marble-stealing in the
allocations pool, fighting with the language programs, and ganging up on
the little guys, especially on that newcomer to the school whose name
implicitly speaks “foreignness” to the object-driven identitarian programs
by virtue of its toponomic binocularity. Comparative Literature in Canada
is the kid who wears glasses. He sits between grades and is accepted by
neither of them. He brings in toys with funny names, like alterity, and
intertextuality, and différance—everyone steals them. He blames us for his
constantly bloody nose.
is pattern of behaviour should trouble participants in both programs,
but higher education in Canada is in a post-Darwinian free market, not a
 In this review essay, I shall discuss the following book only: Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak, Death of a Discipline. (e Wellek Library Lectures in Critical eory.)
Cloth. Pp. . New York: Columbia UP, . .. ..
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zero tolerance zone for institutional violence, and the Western university
has always sought to know more about aggressor cultures than about the
aggrieved. Punch in “why kids bully” on a Google search, and the first hit
takes you to a Cornerbrook, Newfoundland, page that produces several key
insights into the skewed sociability of English Studies in Canada. Kids bully,
says the website, because “someone else … is picking on them.” ey bully
because “they think the world revolves around them.” Above all they bully
because “they have no true friends and feel lonely”.² Affective incommensurability is the old story of institutionalized English Studies. Secular heirs
to John Henry Newman’s idea of the university, we imagine ourselves at the
centre of the academia’s domestic life, but in actual practice we find ourselves banished to the red room during university moments of important
decision-making and thus liminally positioned between identities: are we
Jane Eyre, or are we John Reed? Our disciplinary cousin, Comparative Literature, reports us to have said: “you have no business to take our books.”
Punch in “why kids get bullied” on Google, however, and the computer
will tell you that “your search did not match any documents.” One understands in an instant why it is that English Studies in Canada have arrived at
a disciplinary moment of hulking self-interest, arrested development, and
line-management violence, while Comparative Literature Studies cower
self-protectively in profound institutional crisis. English Studies have a
future within the institution, though it bids fair to be a deeply undistinguished one. Comparative Literature Studies may soon be stricken from
the academic rolls.
Or so it is at my University. e Department of Comparative Literature was once one of academia’s great success stories at the University of
Alberta. From within it, Stephen Arnold in the s framed the project
of comparative Anglophone/Francophone West African literary studies.
A decade later E. D. Blodgett penned a discipline-shaking proposal for a
comparative Canadian literary studies, en route to his winning a Governor
General’s Prize for poetry. A decade after that, Nasrin Rahimieh developed
an iconoclastic and far-reaching challenge to the methodological orthodoxies of Middle Eastern Studies—the result is her  monograph Missing
Persians.³ In the late s the Department of Comparative Literature was
named a University centre of excellence. Its graduate program was consistently top-ranked. But Comparative Literature is no longer a Department
 http://www.rnccornerbrook.nf.ca/new_page_.htm
 Nasrin Rahimieh: Missing Persians: Discovering Voices in Iranian Cultural History. Syracuse: Syracuse UP, .
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at the University of Alberta. It amalgamated with Film Studies in  and
Religious Studies in , became a division of a Modern Languages and
Comparative Studies department in  and then a division of a Comparative Literature, Religion, and Film/Media Studies department in . It
closed as a department in . Comparative Literature is now a program,
administered by an Office of Interdisciplinary Studies in the Faculty of
Arts. at Office has little in the budget-line and almost nothing in physical
resources. Comparative Literature’s graduate students are now in programmatic diaspora. Some of them are coming over to English.⁴
e latest book-length meditation on the crisis in Comparative Literature Studies is Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s  monograph, Death of a
Discipline—her Wellek Library public lectures given through the Critical
eory Institute at the University of California, Irvine, in . at this
counter-intuitively entitled document seeks ultimately to make a hopeful
contribution towards Comparative Literature’s self-knowledge and future
 My argument is extrapolated from an insufficient ground. Elsewhere in Canada,
Comparative Literature may be more happily integrated into the schoolyard
culture than it is in my university, at least if one goes by its self-representation.
e University of Toronto’s website for Comparative Literature quotes doctoral student Jena Habegger-Conti on why it is that the program’s “de-centering”
should be seen as a positive virtue, not as a diffusion. “Some friends once joked
that I am a first year PhD at the ‘De-Centre’ for Comparative Lit.”, she writes on
the program’s website <http://www.chass.utoronto.ca/complit/>:
I mean, what else would you expect a cutting-edge department in
the post-modern/post-structuralist era to be? Okay, fair enough.
We don’t all study the same languages or literatures, or even theories. Our professors have offices in other departments all over the
campus. And to some we may even be a centre of misfits—those
turned away from narrower fields like English or French. But I do
believe that this is exactly what enticed me to apply to University
of Toronto’s Centre for Comparative Literature—an opportunity
to study literature across boundaries.
e enabling assumption of my argument is that Comparative Literature’s institutional borderlessness is a condition of statelessness, not a global passport, but
this is neither my discipline nor my home University, and I will not claim to know.
At Carleton, Comparative Literature studies are now housed in an “Institute
for Comparative Studies in Literature, Art and Culture”, which comprises “the
vertical integration of M.A. graduate and B.A. undergraduate programs in the
Department of English Language and Literature, the Department of French, the
School for Studies in Art and Culture (Art History, Film Studies, Music) and in
Comparative Literary Studies within the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at
Carleton” <http://www.carleton.ca/icslac/phd_introduction.htm>. e Institute
offers a PhD in “Cultural Mediations”. I make no claims about the pedagogical
excellence of such new programs. My inference is only that they emerge out of
the ashes.
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academic health is already a sign of Comparative Literature’s pathological
positioning within the science of institutional forensics.
Spivak’s first manoeuvre in the monograph is to provide that disciplinary pathology, and two parallel ones, with a history. She writes:
Area Studies were established to secure U.S. power in the Cold
War. Comparative Literature was a result of European intellectuals fleeing ‘totalitarian’ regimes. Cultural and Postcolonial
Studies relate to the  percent increase in Asian immigration
in the wake of Lyndon Johnson’s reform of the Immigration Act
of . Whatever our view of what we do, we are made by the
forces of people moving about the world. ()
All three disciplines, Spivak claims, are now “imprisoned within the borders [they] will not cross” (). For disciplinary history is a shadow, and
you can’t jump clear. Area Studies are “tied to the politics of power” and
to the interests of both foreign and domestic power elites. eir work in
language learning, though “generally excellent”, is “confined to the needs of
social science fieldwork” (). ey “exhibit quality and rigor” in the research
they produce, but that research is grounded to “openly conservative or ‘no’
politics” (). What brings the object of Area Studies into academic focus,
ultimately, are the relations of production in the interest of capital. Comparative Literature Studies, for their part, are foundationally ethnocentric.
eir great scholarly “hallmark” is a “care for language and idiom”—sensitive close reading in the original—but their institutional origination in
“inter-European hospitality” remains their disciplinary cornerstone, and
even in structural restoration, where the European “nation” is replaced by a
broadened objects of study such as “Francophony, Teutophony, Lusophony,
Anglophony, Hispanophony” () in order to attend to a larger literary world,
Comparative Literature Studies still follow “the lines of the old imperialisms”
() and cannot move beyond an “enabling violation” narrative. “Perhaps
these languages died,” says this discipline as it looks out on the colonized
world, “but we gave them French” (). As for Ethnic Studies/Cultural
Studies/Postcolonial Studies—“originating” as this curious conglomeration
does “on the fringes of national languages departments” ()—disciplinary
imprisonment-within-borders is not only historically scripted but also
motivationally informed. All three of these sub-disciplines are underwritten by “presentist and personalist political convictions, often with visibly
foregone conclusions” (). Ethnic Studies “will not let go of ‘the authority
of experience’ as the bedrock of its theorizing” (). Postcolonial Studies, once “caught” “in mere nationalism over against colonialism” (), is
now restricted in focus “to the political settlements that took place after
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the decolonization of former European colonies [and thus] constructed
[on] the most recent of the variations of U.S. exceptionalism” (: Spivak
quoting Donald Pease). And as for Cultural Studies: Spivak pronounces
this discipline to be nothing more than “plot summary masquerading as
analysis of representation,” and “character analysis by a precritical model of
motivation or an unearned psychoanalytic vocabulary” (). Ouch! And so,
variously grounded as they are in ruling interest, ethnocentrism, humanism, “liberal multiculturalism” (), disciplinary solipsism, and insuperable
methodological sloppiness, all of these disciplines are frozen in the straightjacket of disciplinary origin and interest, and they cannot “destablize” their
organizing assumptions from within. e “fix” for Comparative Literature
must therefore come from a structural realignment that comprises something more than just itself.
“e new step I am proposing,” writes Spivak, would go beyond an
acknowledgment of “inner disciplinary incapacity, and outer cross-disciplinary hostility, within and between Comparative Literature Studies
and Area Studies” (). “It would work to make the traditional linguistic
sophistication of Comparative Literature supplement Area Studies (and
history, anthropology, political theory, and sociology) by approaching the
language of the other not only as a ‘field’ language” (). It would seek to
reclaim “the role of teaching literature as training the imagination—the
great inbuilt instrument of othering”, and if it managed to “work as hard
as old-fashioned Comp.Lit. is known to be capable of doing, come close
to the irreducible work of translation, not from language to language but
from both to ethical semiosis, that incessant shuttle that is a ‘life’” (). Or
to put this in characterological terms:
Comparative Literature and Area Studies can work together in
the fostering not only of national literatures of the global South
but also of the writing of countless indigenous languages in the
world that were programmed to vanish when the maps were
made…. Together we can offer them the solidarity of borders
that are easily crossed, again and again, as a permanent frombelow interruption of a Comparative Literature to come, the
irony of globalization. ()
Death of a Discipline therefore does two kinds of work: first, it presents
a hard-noted analysis of specific discipline formations and their predicated
claims to knowledge; and secondly, it shifts beyond that frame of reading
within which Spivak has established herself as a critic without peer—the
ineradicable untraslatability of human difference into fixed narratives, disciplinary certainties, labour as knowledge production—in order to advance
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a curative argument about Comparative Literature and Area Studies in the
service of institutional equity and change. is second, purposive component is entirely consistent with the project of critique, but ours is a time
when the art of reading unhappily has displaced most forms of positive
suggestion, and Spivak has long had to fight against those many of her
readers who understand her critical writing to comprise “just” deconstruction in the service of feminism and/or Marxism, “just” literary criticism
out to break subaltern historiography’s methodological soul. Death of a
Discipline is further evidence of Spivak’s commitment to that which comes
after the act of close reading, and ultimately, its narrative commitment is
to the restorative project, not the analytic one. is is not to say that Death
of a Discipline is a pragmatic document. Its “new step proposal” for the
disciplinary reformation and continuance of Comparative Literature is a
whisper to the pedagogic imagination, not a policy argument directed at
the leaden ears of the corporate university. All such imaginative proposals
belong to the generic world of romance, not to low or high mimeticism,
and not to irony.
Read through the genre of romance, one could say that Death of a
Discipline is a narrative of two disciplinary protagonists, each radically
incomplete in itself. e first, Comparative Literature, is skilled in “reading
closely in the original” (), attentive to the way in which “the proper study
of literary may give us entry to the performativity of cultures as instantiated
in narrative” (). But Comparative Literature has never been “away”, and so
its capacity to attend to the more distant nuances of narrative performance
remains local: unacted in relation to that greater world with which it desires
an ethical relation. e second protagonist is the first’s characterological
opposite. Area Studies has travelled—more accurately, it has “transgressed
frontiers” (). It speaks many languages, but its vocabulary pertains to the
field and the market, not to the finer gradations of cultural performance.
“Spawned by interregional violence” (), Area Studies has grown up brisk,
knowledgeable, and pragmatic. For an academic worker it has unusually
callused hands.
“Strong forces are at work against the possibility” of a “joining of forces”
() between these two protagonists. At first meeting they find themselves
in inevitable “competition” (). But what puts them into productive contact
is their mutual encounter with a shared ethical demand: “[w]e must take the
languages of the Southern Hemisphere as active cultural media rather than
as objects of cultural study by the sanctioned ignorance of the metropolitan
migrant” (). Each finds reasons for responding to that external challenge,
and in the process of coming to terms with it, each comes to recognize
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its own entrapment within the “sanctioned ignorance” of formal Western
knowledges and so discovers an overarching motive for other-directed
change. Comparative Literature recognizes that it learned how to read
languages “as active culture media” precisely because it historically excluded
the languages of the global South from its purview: the excision of pressing
otherness from its field of vision constituted the condition of possibility for
its expertise in literary nuance. Area Studies comes to recognize that its
learned facility with the languages of the global South depended upon its
functionalist approach, which tore language out of culture and planted it
in the field. And so each discipline now needs what the other exemplifies.
Together, they can take their individual projects to a generative phase. Alone
they face a continuing history of zero-sum in disciplinary reformation. e
law of genre demands a make-over—“[w]e are going to redo Comparative
Literature” (). We need to be shown how it is that disciplinary mutuality
does not occasion characterological engulfment, and so we are given the
picture of “a discipline always attempting to harness the power of fiction as
it approaches Area Studies and the social science disciplines” (). But the
goal of the narrative is to achieve a commitment, and everything in Death
of a Discipline at the programmatic level is directed towards imagining an
afterlife for Comparative Literature and Area Studies that will prove almost
adequate to the ethical demand of genuine, pressing alterity at the end of
the disciplinary gaze. e heart of this document is its meditation on the
insuperable importance of global equality and mutuality. e organizing
principle is the future. e radical element is the languages and literatures
of the “global South”, whose inclusion changes everything in disciplinary
formation and necessitates the cross-disciplinary romance.
Spivak’s proposal for disciplinary reformation is consequent on the
following syllogism. First, the human sciences in the Western university
cannot successfully appeal to idealistic and imaginative students unless
they think beyond simple “development” discourses and take committing
manoeuvres towards a mutually cognizant postcolonial world. Second,
global inequality itself—a foundational investment in mutuality’s tenebrific
other—gave rise to the human sciences in the first place. And so finally, the
human sciences can only take a pedagogically ethical turn if they lay claim
not only to the achieved and difficult skills inherent in the practice of their
traditional disciplines but also embrace foundational contradiction at the
heart of their own disciplinary thinking. In Spivak’s argument, ethics in the
knowledge industry has a positive relation to contradiction, incongruence,
and difficulty in disciplinary knowledge itself. e commitment Death of a
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Discipline seeks is to that difficulty, and this means embracing contradiction
in the process of learning about others.
Not all difficulties can have equal status in face of this overarching
ethical demand. One register where difficulty is not accorded tremendous
importance in Spivak’s book is at the level of pragmatic university management. “ere are a few hegemonic European languages and innumerable
Southern Hemisphere languages” (), Spivak notes. But “the old Comparative Literature did not ask the student to learn every hegemonic language,
nor will the new ask her or him to learn all the subaltern ones!” (). To
the question of exactly how a program is to organize itself in relation to
the many vernacular languages and dialects of the global South, Spivak
has this to say: “[t]he only principled answer to that is: ‘Too bad.’” As for
the management difficulties entailed in redirecting Area Studies into the
literary—its objects now constituted “diachronically, as culturally diversified ethical systems through the history of multicultural empires, without
foregone conclusions”—Spivak displays a parallel impatience: “Pedagogically speaking, such studies are much more successful through languagebased literary investigation than through evidence from interested cultural
informants, like East Asian capitalist men or South or West Asian fundamentalists” ().
What this means at one level is that Spivak’s argument in Death of a
Discipline will not sway decision-makers in the university as it now comports itself. But to point to Spivak’s managerial impracticality would be to
miss the core message of her essay. A cognitively enabling administrative
impossibility is at the heart of Spivak’s critical proposal, and everything in
her critical language—“abyssalized” (), “valenced” (), “logofratrocentric”
(), “teleopoiesis” ()—is dedicated to the process of resituating certain
strategically efficacious and easy assumptions into similar structures of
profound conceptual difficulty. An obvious place for such difficulty lies
with the concept of “border crossing”: what might this look like when
displaced from its normative cadastral framework and instead envisioned
“from below”, as interruption, not from above, as prerogative? Another place
is the concept of communicative global mutuality: what might this look
like when globalization itself entails “the imposition of the same system of
exchange everywhere” and requires a “lack of communication within and
among the immense heterogeneity of the subaltern cultures of the world”
in order to promulgate the myth of a unified “global culture” ()?
But the central commitment to difficulty in Death of a Discipline
revolves around two cardinal terms in the document, each of which is
given a full chapter for Spivak’s “scattered speculations” (). e first term
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is “collectivities”, a concept that embraces communities, comradeships,
collaborations, cooperatives, coalitions, networks real and imagined, and
Spivak’s goal is to push the concept beyond the identity positions ascribed
to it by Comparative Literature’s residual “liberal multiculturalism” ()
and on into radical undecidability. Her imagined scene is the first-world
university classroom, inherently a multicultural place; the training she
calls for is towards a form of “open-plan fieldwork” wherein students will
come to express their idealism through future meaningful connection with
“constructive counterglobalizing networks of people’s alliances in what is
now called the global South” (); and the problem is that the Western university is structurally one of the last places on earth where anything like a
“learning to learn from below” can possibly take place. Without that learning from below, students are consigned to think collectivities as identities.
Such thinking reinstalls the “unacknowledged biological determinations of
behaviour” that underpin “the grand design to bring the world’s rural poor
under one rule of finance, one global capital, again run by the internationally
divided dominant” (). Students must therefore be given ways and means
to begin to learn “otherwise”.
“Hegemonic” Comparative Literature and Area Studies, Spivak argues,
actually train students to finesse the concept of collectivities. Either they are
trained to cross borders in order to dispense knowledges, a manoeuvre that
prevents them from entering into “the mysterious thicket of the languages,
dialects, and idioms of the many places where members travel to help” ().
Or they are trained to know such collectives in advance, and so approach
them in the unwitting role of “bad-faith emissaries of globalization”—Spivak’s example is a feminism which “assigns itself the status to train women
of ‘other places’ to be women” (). Spivak’s “new” Comparative Literature
would attempt to grasp the genuine difficulty in approaching “collectivities”
through literary study. First, it would reposition the protocols of literary
competence not on an assumption of unmediated access to linguistic and
cultural nuance but instead on a “rigorous awareness” of literature’s deeply
“restricted permeability” (). Secondly, it would attempt to read identity
positions in literature as strategic and anticipatory figurations: transgressive readings of anterior (imperialist) representations, or stagings towards
collectivities that have no simple referent in the experiential world. irdly,
it would train students to ground their own critical autonomy in acts of
collaborative reliance: Spivak engages in autobiography here to explain how
a critical reading became available to her through a critical collaboration
with Joseph Massad, her “guide” through the Arabic text (, n. ). “A
careful reading of literature coming out of ‘the ird World’, with attention
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to language and idiom and respect for their grafting,” Spivak writes, “will
show that the inevitable themes of tradition and modernity, collectivity
and individualism may be in play in many different ways. I have tried to
show this by reading Salih reading Conrad. is is a project for the new
Comparative Literature” ().
e second organizational term for Spivak’s pedagogy of committed
conceptual difficulty is the term “Planetarity”—a word whose precarious
closeness to the term “globality” affords it a certain transformative potential. Globality, Spivak argues, is a conceptual mechanism for access and
regulation: “it allows us to think we can aim to control it” (). “All around
us,” she writes, “is the clamor for the rational destruction of the figure, the
demand for … immediate comprehensibility by the ideological average. is
destroys the force of literature as a cultural good” (). Planetarity, on the
other hand, imagines worldly connectedness neither through “information
retrieval” nor through identities, but through literary figuration. Figuration requires binocular vision at the level of reading competence, for both
vehicle and tenor carry a semantic logic, and between them there is difference. Figuration foregrounds the arbitrary aspect of meaning-construction.
When Comparative Literature combines with Area Studies, the force of
figuration steps out of the literary ambit and locates a principle of radical
undecidability in the experiential and political world. “To learn to read is to
learn to dis-figure the undecidable figure into a responsible literality, again
and again” (–), Spivak claims. is learning takes the nuances of “the
literary” into the grounded matter of the traditional social sciences, where
the problems at hand are most urgently issues of sanitation, health care,
nutrition, housing, and governmentality. And so planetary thinking replaces
globalization as the humanities and social sciences come to interrupt and
destabilize one another, making room for a form of knowing through the
indeterminable and incommensurable. “To be human”, Spivak writes,
is to be intended toward the other. We provide for ourselves
transcendental figurations of what we think is the origin of this
animating gift: mother, nation, god, nature. ese are names of
alterity…. Planet-thought opens up to embrace an inexhaustsible taxonomy of such names, including but not identical with
the whole range of human universals: aboriginal animisms as
well as the spectral white mythology of postrational science.…
I cannot offer a formulaic access to planetarity. No one can.
(, )
And so it is that Death of a Discipline ends with a kind of mountaintop vision of future possibility, one that will not be enacted here on earth
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in especially short order. e closing moments of the document are given
over to a meditation on incompleteness, and some commentary on what
it means to be in the Comparative Literature world in its moment of
dying transition. Spivak laments her own inability, for example, to “access
First Nation orality” and explains that remains “caught” “in the scandal
of Comparative Literature” (). An inhospitable person might wish to
identify other orders of narrative limitation within Death of a Discipline’
Discipline’s
magisterial plan.
One of those limitations might pertain to critical language. Spivak’s
critical writing is habitually informed by a mimetic assumption that equates
conceptual difficulty with linguistic inwardness. “I am grateful to Jacques
Derrida”, she writes at one point, “[who] allows us to suspect that all poesis
may be a species of teleopoiesis, although we must keep the difference
intact…” (). Not all Spivak’s readers will experience an equal gratitude.
Another potential limitation obtains in the narrative intrusions. “My plane
is flying now over the land between Baghdad, Beirut, Haifa, and Tripoli, into
Turkey and Romania…. I know the cartographic markers because of the
 in the arm of the seat” (). A steerage-class solidarity amongst critical
readers is bound in such moments to arise against the text. And a certain
geopolitics takes hold in the document’s predicative cast for its object of
study. What are we to make, north of the border, of a meditation that envisions “the discipline of comparative literature” as a singular global entity
on page , sees it “from a restricted U.S. perspective” on page , and then
identifies one of its components, an “impersonal view of the ethical,” in “our
own North American player Northrop Frye” on page ?
Against these smaller issues, I find myself enlisted to Spivak’s greater
intellectual project in this document, which is to initiate a serious discussion about what it might take to forestall a discipline-specific propensity
to overwrite “the ethnicity of alterity … as a politics of identity” () and
yet enter into a spirit of engagement with subaltern individuals and groups
throughout the world. ere is nothing that is easy about refiguring the
human sciences to the interests of subaltern others, and the most salient
contribution of Spivak’s highly impractical proposal is that it inherently
locates that difficulty. How might such a reformation in disciplinary
knowledge rise to the intellectual and imaginative demands of genuinely
inquiring students? Teachers, I suspect, cannot really know the answer to
such a question. But I have noticed that when it works, English Studies
in Canada assists students, despite their trained scepticism, to imagine
a connectivity with others through literature, so that they approach the
text as a proleptic document: a deferral in connectivity now, a promise of
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some mutuality across differences in the future. Romance is a genre that
overspills its literary provenance.
And sometimes that overspill takes romance into the schoolyard:
“Confrontational, experiential, and in effect monolingual, harnessing the
ethereality of theory where available”, writes Spivak, “Ethnic Studies [and
one might add, English Studies] … must now learn to play with Area Studies,
emphasizing the textuality of the language of ‘ethnic origin’, producing that
inter-dictive ‘and yet’ when either patient polyglot transference (Irigaray) or
impatient dismissal (Gilbert and Gubar) seems to appropriate centre stage”
(). In the end, as I read it, Death of a Discipline hopes for something
beyond this playing-well between the disciplines, something beyond an end
to the practice of schoolyard bullying among the disciplines. Death of a Discipline imagines a disciplinary tryst. Spivak is not saying that Comparative
Literature programs, as they are variously positioned in the academy, can
somehow in their singularity assume responsibility for the multifarious and
divided world once they have entered into institutional alliance and posted
their disciplinary banns. What she is saying is that Comparative Literature
Studies can employ their hard-earned and traditional disciplinary strengths
in reading to imagine ethically responsible institutional futures, even if they
cannot occupy them. For such futures are profoundly unlikely to transpire.
And were they to do so, the disciplines would still find themselves at the
beginning of an ethical commitment, not at the end, for global inequality
remains insuperable, and this our students will know.
Spivak’s project is to envision a generative force to institutional
destabilization, and the first step towards putting that force into motion
is to try to inhabit radical structural contradiction within and between
the disciplines. Spivak’s habitual manoeuvre for signalling this generative
component to structural contradiction is performative catachresis, strategic linguistic misuse, and the major clue to this performative dimension
to Death of a Discipline inheres in the document’s highly misleading title.
Death is actually about rebirth; or perhaps just institutional “little death”.
We cannot know what the reformulated human sciences would look like
were they actually to develop along the lines that Spivak projects for them,
but perhaps we can imagine something of the promise they would try to
make, to students in the university, and to subaltern peoples beyond the
ambit of educational and economic privilege, through their various acts
of performative catachresis. eir names might be: Area Studies in Azerbaijani. Cultural Studies in Ndebele. Postcolonial Studies in Pitjantjatjara.
“English” Studies in Kannada.
University of Alberta
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